
Anfitrión James dice:
=/\=/\=/\= Begin U.S.S. Scimitar Mission =/\=/\=/\=

FCO_Kuroc dice:
:: walks to new helm and sits down ::

CTO_Bucha dice:
::on bridge at tac console....   configuring scans for USS Opeongo::

CEO-McLir dice:
;; in ME reviewing final repair reports::

XOGuillen dice:
::stays in his new station::

Ops_Ander dice:
::at new Ops station, checking with McKinley Ops for final departure::

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
::sits down in captain's chair::

CEO-McLir dice:
::sends final report to CO copy to OPS::

Ops_Ander dice:
::receives CEO's report on side panel::

Ops_Ander dice:
CO: All systems are clear, Captain, Should I request clearance from McKinley?

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
Anderson: yes

CSOBandra dice:
::back at Sci, running system check::

Ops_Ander dice:
CO: Aye, Captain. *COM* McKinley: McKinley Ops, this is the Scimitar, requesting final clearance for departure.

FCO_Kuroc dice:
CO: I ran a diagnostic on the flight systems a few hours ago and everything checks out,sir

CSOBandra dice:
::glances at reflection in screen sees new pips. smiles.::

DrMcCella dice:
::Looking at new bookshelf in sickbay::

CTO_Bucha dice:
CO:  I'm accessing technical specifications for the Opeongo to use for targeting critical areas.

Ops_Ander dice:
::drums fingers on console::

CSOBandra dice:
CTO: can i have a copy of those specs?

EO_Keorn dice:
::Smoothing out new uniform and admiring the full pip::

DrMcCella dice:
::Notices one book of interest and takes it off the shelf::

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
Kuroc: Good

DrMcCella dice:
Self: Better give tthis back.

EO_Keorn dice:
::Heads to ME::

Ops_Ander dice:
*COM* McKinley: Clearance confirmed. Acknowledged and thanks, McKinley. Scimitar out.

Ops_Ander dice:
CO: Ops has cleared us, Captain.

CTO_Bucha dice:
CSO:  here you go...  ::hands PADD to Bandra::

CEO-McLir dice:
*Bridge* all systems green and ready to go.

CSOBandra dice:
::Takes padd and downloads to Sci 1, begins going through it as system check finishes::

CSOBandra dice:
CTO: Thanks

CTO_Bucha dice:
::stops and looks up at viewscreen::

FCO_Kuroc dice:
:: prepared station breaking course ::

EO_Keorn dice:
::Enters ME::  CEO: Hello sir nice day for a flight eh?

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
Kuroc: take us out one quarter impulse.

FCO_Kuroc dice:
Yes, ma'am. Course Engaged.

CTO_Bucha dice:
CO: starfleet regulations state only thrusters while in spacedock.

CEO-McLir dice:
::looks up as Keorn enters:: EO: yes it is and the old girl is ready.

EO_Keorn dice:
CEO: We sure have her polished up nice.

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
Buchanan: thank you for reminding me.  thrusters only

CEO-McLir dice:
::grins::EO:and it's nice to have all the systems back on line.

FCO_Kuroc dice:
CO: Thrusters engaged.

DrMcCella dice:
::Puts book back on workbench::

Ops_Ander dice:
::watches viewscreen as Scimitar begins pulling out of her berth::

EO_Keorn dice:
::Shivers:: I remember the last time we were in this ship in space.  I still have nightmares about dieing in a jeffries tube.

Ops_Ander dice:
::leaves Ops station, walks back to new mission ops console behind XO::

CEO-McLir dice:
EO:well don't get hung up on it lad, we made it out.

FCO_Kuroc dice:
CO: Clearing spacedock in 30 seconds

Ops_Ander dice:
::calls up mission orders and specs of Opeongo::

EO_Keorn dice:
CEO: Aye sir.

CTO_Bucha dice:
::watching view screen::

CSOBandra dice:
::runs simulations on specs CTO gave him::

CTO_Bucha dice:
::smiles...  feels good to be out again::

CEO-McLir dice:
EO:take a look a the boards and lets get a feel for her.

DrMcCella dice:
::Sits at desk with about 20 PADD's trying to get the work done::

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
Kuroc: go to impulse when we're clear of the docks

EO_Keorn dice:
::Looking over readouts and looking for problems::

Ops_Ander dice:
*CEO* Andersen to Engineering...Niall, how does everything look down there?

FCO_Kuroc dice:
CO: Aye, sir

CEO-McLir dice:
EO:what with all the upgrades and repairs she's going to act a little different.

DrMcCella dice:
::Picks up three PADDs::

FCO_Kuroc dice:
CO: Engaging Impulse

DrMcCella dice:
::Drops the middle one:: Ack!

CEO-McLir dice:
*OPS*Everything is running smoothly just like the test flight.

CSOBandra dice:
::Checks diagnostic, finds it's done.  No problems::

EO_Keorn dice:
CEO: I noticed a little diffrent feeling to the powerup sequence.

CSOBandra dice:
CO:Science systems are perfect Captain.

DrMcCella dice:
::Gives up and stacks the PADD's just before leaving Sickbay::

DrMcCella dice:
::Enters TL::Bridge.

Ops_Ander dice:
*CEO* Hopefully, we can keep it that way without any pirate interference this time...Carry on. Bridge out.

CEO-McLir dice:
::looks at console::EO: no problems just responding faster.

CTO_Bucha dice:
CO: all tactical systems responding perfectly Capt.

EO_Keorn dice:
::Running one last check on warp drive before use::

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
self: so far so good.

DrMcCella dice:
::Arrives on bridge thinking : Has it changed?::

CSOBandra dice:
CTO: do you think we'll be able to use the Opeongo's access codes to deactivate her systems? I want to know if i should include that option in my simulations::

CTO_Bucha dice:
CSO: try it both ways I can't confirm yet.

DrMcCella dice:
::Stood watching Viewer::

CSOBandra dice:
CTO: okay

DrMcCella dice:
::Shakes out of the Gaze::

CSOBandra dice:
::Looks at Aurel in the center seat, shakes head and adjusts the simulation to include opeongo's access codes being used::

DrMcCella dice:
::Looks over at Eng. Thinks: Noo! not after what happened last time!::

CEO-McLir dice:
EO:Did you get a chance to see the bridge since it was remodeled?

Ops_Ander dice:
CSO, CTO: Remember to scan for bioneural signatures in the subspace fields.

CTO_Bucha dice:
::returns to studying strategy for engaging the Opeongo::

EO_Keorn dice:
CEO: No sir most of my time was helping out with the relpacement of the pasers and torpedo launchers

CTO_Bucha dice:
Ops: thanks for the reminder.

Ops_Ander dice:
::gets up from Mission Ops, sits back down next to Kuroc at Ops::

XOGuillen dice:
CTO: be ready to use long range scans to find this Intrepid, but be sure to scan for other ships... maybe she is not alone..

DrMcCella dice:
::Looks over at Captain making a face to say : GOT a minute?::

CSOBandra dice:
OPS: aye.  ::begins scans for Bioneural signatures::

CEO-McLir dice:
EO: ah, well take a look when you get a chance.

FCO_Kuroc dice:
:: begins to simulate battle maneuvers ::

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
::blinks eyes:: self:: a baby?

CTO_Bucha dice:
::powering long range scans for all vessels including bioneural signatures::

Ops_Ander dice:
::turns to face CO:: CO: Did you say something, Captain?

FCO_Kuroc dice:
CO: Have the weapons been tested?

DrMcCella dice:
::Thinks: Great::CO: Captain, You have a moment?
.

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
CO: yes, Doctor. Guillen: you have the conn

XOGuillen dice:
CO: aye sir..

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
McCellan: my ready room?

Ops_Ander dice:
*Engineering*: Chief Hansen, please report to the bridge.

XOGuillen dice:
::sits in the Big Chair::

DrMcCella dice:
::Walks toward the Captains RR::

Ops_Ander dice:
<CPO_Hansen>*Ops*: On my way.

DrMcCella dice:
CO: Sure.

XOGuillen dice:
All:please reports

ASO_Jamin dice:
::steps off a TL & onto the bridge::

CSOBandra dice:
XO: nothing on bioneural scans yet Sir

DrMcCella dice:
::Doesn't notice Lehari as he enters the RR::

CSOBandra dice:
ASO: Hello... Lt.

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
::walks into RR:: McCellan: I had another vision.

CTO_Bucha dice:
XO: weapons are on standby...  but nothing on scans yet sir.

DrMcCella dice:
CO: Oh?

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
::sits down:: McCellan: But waht is it you wanted to talk about?

Ops_Ander dice:
ASO_Jamin: Welcome back, Lieutenant.

XOGuillen dice:
CSO:report Mr. Bandra?

ASO_Jamin dice:
Ops: Thanks.

CSOBandra dice:
XO: i just did sir

DrMcCella dice:
::Still standing:: CO: Firs of all to give you this.

Ops_Ander dice:
XO: Sir, incoming hail from Deep Space 14.

DrMcCella dice:
::Hands Ian the Book in his hands:: TObas's Jornal.

ASO_Jamin dice:
::walks back to the Science Stations::


FCO_Kuroc dice:
:: Begins running more flight battle plans again an Intrepid class vessel ::

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
McCellan: thank you. Did you find anything helpful?

CEO-McLir dice:
::turns on bridge monitor::EO: don't forget we can see through the bridge view screen from here.

Ops_Ander dice:
XO: Sir?

XOGuillen dice:
OPS: I would like to hear it...

FCO_Kuroc dice:
CTO: If it comes down to a fight I guess you and I are going to have ours hands full.

DrMcCella dice:
CO: Some, but there was more than Science in there

Ops_Ander dice:
XO: Aye, sir. On screen. ::pushes appropriate button::

Anfitrión James dice:
<DS14> COM:  We've just received two reports of mercenary attacks on transport vessels.

DrMcCella dice:
CO: You're mentioned a lot.

CTO_Bucha dice:
FCO: I with you Kuroc.

Anfitrión James dice:
<DS14> COM:  The incidents would have kept separate however both reported that the attackers were able to cloak.

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
McCellan: Oh?

Anfitrión James dice:
<DS14> COM:  We have a list of the supplies stolen, if you'd like them?

CTO_Bucha dice:
::listens to comm attentively::

Ops_Ander dice:
<CPO_Hansen> ::enters bridge::

DrMcCella dice:
CO: It's all good. I have a question though. Rather personal...I wouldn't want to...::Looking for the word::

XOGuillen dice:
COMDS14: send it, please..

DrMcCella dice:
CO: Pry.

Ops_Ander dice:
<CPO_Hansen> Ops: You wanted to see me, sir?

Ops_Ander dice:
CPO_Hansen: Yes, Chief. Take Mission Ops.

CSOBandra dice:
XO: sir should i include taychon emmisions in my scans?

Ops_Ander dice:
<CPO_Hansen>Ops: Aye, sir. ::moves over to MO console::

XOGuillen dice:
CSO:ok..

Anfitrión James dice:
<DS14> COM:  ::sends list::  Your Operations officer should be receiving it now.

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
McCellan: I'll answer it if I can. :;smiles::

Ops_Ander dice:
XO: Confirmed, sir...I'm receiving the list.

CTO_Bucha dice:
Ops: would you relay me a copy of that list?

XOGuillen dice:
DS14COM: anything more about the attacker ship?

DrMcCella dice:
CO: How long were you seeing Toas before you got married. He doeen't exactly date the book one moment he's met you the next the twiins were on the way.

Ops_Ander dice:
CTO: Got it. ::sends flash copy of list to TAC console::

CSOBandra dice:
::Adjusts scans to include tahcyons::

Ops_Ander dice:
XO: The items stolen include replicators, plasma infusion units, biocardial resuscitators and...

Anfitrión James dice:
<DS14> COM:  Unfortunately not.  The attackers seems to be targetting medical transports above all.  If we find anything else, we'll let you know.

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
McCellan: Not that much. The marriage was arranged. a betrothal you could call it.

Ops_Ander dice:
XO: ...43 bioneural gelpacks.

CEO-McLir dice:
EO: If you're comfortable with things here I'm going to the bridge station.

DrMcCella dice:
CO: NExt is well about....the secret..I need to know where you stand.

CTO_Bucha dice:
::views list.....  scratches head...:::

FCO_Kuroc dice:
XO: If they needed medical supplies why didn't they just ask for help...

EO_Keorn dice:
CEO: I think I can handle things here

XOGuillen dice:
OPS:that seems to be useful to a Intrepid class

CEO-McLir dice:
::waves to EO and goes to TL::

CEO-McLir dice:
::enters TL:: TL:Bridge.

XOGuillen dice:
FCO:maybe they are having problems...

Ops_Ander dice:
XO: I agree, sir. ::checks console:: Sir, DS14 also said that the attacks occurred near the Federation border.

Anfitrión James dice:
Action:  the channel to DS14 is closed.

FCO_Kuroc dice:
XO: I have received some coordinates surrounding the attack...

CEO-McLir dice:
::steps off TL, looks around and moves to ENG station::

XOGuillen dice:
-*CO* captain to the bridge, please

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
McCellan: ::thinks:: I don't exactly see why  I should report it to Starfleet. You're not unstable and you're not the one who had the work done.

CTO_Bucha dice:
::viewing longe range scans::

Ops_Ander dice:
CEO: Did you get your console configured yet, Niall?

XOGuillen dice:
CTO/CSO: anything in the scans?

CEO-McLir dice:
Ops: yes, did it during the test flight.

DrMcCella dice:
CO: But isn't that well...how to put it...going against the federation.

CSOBandra dice:
XO: not yet sir

CSOBandra dice:
ASO: take over the Neural signiture scans Lt

CEO-McLir dice:
;;turns on console, opens links to ME::

Ops_Ander dice:
CEO: Just wanted to check. Sometimes the techs at McKinley like to reset everything to base specs.

CTO_Bucha dice:
XO:  32parts/cubic meter... space dust... thats it.

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
McCellan: ::grins:: no, just bending it.

XOGuillen dice:
*CO*: please sir, we are arriving the last known position of the Opeongo

ASO_Jamin dice:
CSO: Sure thing.

DrMcCella dice:
CO: Well....Last..hope I'm not taking too much time...What I should...::interupted by comm::

CEO-McLir dice:
Ops; then I'll presume you checked yours.<G>

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
*XO* I'll be there. McCellan: anything more?

Ops_Ander dice:
CEO: First thing I did. ::grins back::

DrMcCella dice:
CO: It can wait.

CTO_Bucha dice:
Ops: I personnaly adjusted my station while in dock.

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
McCellan: Alright. well finsih ths later. ::gets up and heads for door to bridge::

Anfitrión James dice:
Action:  The Scimitar arrives at the last known coordinates of the Opeongo after travelling at warp for approximately 3 weeks.

DrMcCella dice:
::Follows the CO::

CTO_Bucha dice:
::still notices nothing of interest on scans::

FCO_Kuroc dice:
CO: We have arrived at the last known position of the opeongo.

FCO_Kuroc dice:
:: Drops out of warp ::

XOGuillen dice:
CO: sir we are in the last position of the Opeongo, and we have received some info from DS14 about attacks to transport freighters

Ops_Ander dice:
::motions CPO Hansen over to Mission Ops::

Ops_Ander dice:
CPO_Hansen: Make sure these specs are relayed to Science and Tactical when necessary.

XOGuillen dice:
::as the CO enters in the bridge, returns to the XO station::

Ops_Ander dice:
<CPO_Hansen> Ops: Aye, sir.

Ops_Ander dice:
::walks back down to Ops, sits down::

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
XO: transport frieghters.

CEO-McLir dice:
::varifies that the "repel borders" program is still operational;;

CTO_Bucha dice:
CSO: Are you detecting the absince of H?

XOGuillen dice:
CO: The FCO has the coordinates of the attacks..

DrMcCella dice:
::Stands on bridge watching viewer::

CSOBandra dice:
CTO: Not yet, extending scaning range

CSOBandra dice:
::checking for low Hydrogen readings::

Ops_Ander dice:
CSO: Does that look like a trail to you, sir?

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
XO: maybe we should try a triangulation  of the three locations.

CEO-McLir dice:
::adjusts the flow of the SIF generators::

CTO_Bucha dice:
CO: I'm reading an abnormal abcense of Hydrogen heading out of Fed space.


XOGuillen dice:
CO:maybe we can set a pattern to the attacks...

CSOBandra dice:
CO: confirmed, absence of hydrogen seems to be leading toward the federation border

CSOBandra dice:
FCO:because it's the most abundant element in the universe. it's also what our bussards ramscoops collect

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
FCO, CSO: interesting.

CTO_Bucha dice:
CO: this reading could suggest the recent presence of a cloaked ship.

CSOBandra dice:
CO:Yes sir, about the Hydrogen less trail?

CEO-McLir dice:
::listens to conversation on the sensor readings::

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
CSO: right.

CSOBandra dice:
CO:it is 100meters wideby 40 meters deep by 1.2 light years long


Ops_Ander dice:
CO: Could be the trail of a scout ship collecting hydrogen with its own version of the Bussard ramscoops.

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
Ops: that's possible.

CSOBandra dice:
CO:Concured sir

CTO_Bucha dice:
CO: I'm detecting an ionized helium trail

CTO_Bucha dice:
CO: following the trail.

Ops_Ander dice:
CO: It could indicate the output of a damaged impulse engine, Captain.

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
XO: another thing to add to the triangle, the loss of the hydrogen and then the helium

DrMcCella dice:
CSO: K'vin...isn't there another way to track this...as I understand imulse engines through out lots of helium...right?

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
::closes eyes and shakes her head::

CTO_Bucha dice:
::extending sensors in...'that'... direction::

Ops_Ander dice:
CO: If a ship was low on deuterium, due to some engine damage, they could have used the ramscoop to collect hydrogen for conversion to slush deuterium.

DrMcCella dice:
CSO: So this helium must go somewhere....Exhausted still from the ship...couldn't we just look for an increase in the ammount of helium in the area aswell?

DrMcCella dice:
::Notices CO And walks next to her stablising her::

DrMcCella dice:
CO: What?

DrMcCella dice:
CO: What is it?

CSOBandra dice:
DR: Posiably CO: are you alright ...Capt?

FCO_Kuroc dice:
CO: Shall I set course to follow the trail?

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
CMO, CSO: another vision.

DrMcCella dice:
CO: Captain.

DrMcCella dice:
CO: How bad?

CSOBandra dice:
DR: yes it would there would be a slightly higher amount of trace gases from an impulse drive we should be able to detect. ASO: work on it

CEO-McLir dice:
*EO*check out the EPS flow regulator in the port nacelle.

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
McCellan: not too bad.

CSOBandra dice:
CO:What was it about Captain?

Ops_Ander dice:
CO: Captain, recommend we run antiproton scans for cloaked vessels in the area...just in case.

EO_Keorn dice:
CPO Tor: I will be on deck 6 fixing the CMO's door. Call me if you need me.

ASO_Jamin dice:
CSO: the trace ions?

DrMcCella dice:
::Scans her with his tricorder::

CSOBandra dice:
ASO: yes

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
CSO: a newborn baby. it's blood changed from blue to red.

EO_Keorn dice:
<CPO Tor> Will do

CTO_Bucha dice:
::overhears Andersen and runs antiproton scans for possible cloaked vessels::

ASO_Jamin dice:
CSO: alright.

CSOBandra dice:
CO,CMO:Blue? to red?

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
CSO: ::nods her head:: yes.

EO_Keorn dice:
::heads to deck 6 to repair door malfuntion::

DrMcCella dice:
CO: I don't like this. those levels we've been talking about...they're erratic.

CEO-McLir dice:
::continues to monitor nacelle::

Anfitrión James dice:
=/\=/\=/\= Pause U.S.S. Scimitar Mission =/\=/\=/\=
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